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You replied on 2/24/2012 6:09 PM.

Sgt. John Arnold
From:

Sarah Dolce [sarahdolce@hotmail.com]

To:

Sgt. John Arnold

Cc:

Chief Gregory Austin; Luke Dolce

Subject:

Hawthorne Avenue

Sent: Fri 2/17/2012 9:25 AM

Attachments:

Good morning, Sergeant.
My family and I moved into our home at 18 Hawthorne in September. We have slowly been fixing up our
vintage colonial and have loved living so close to family; my husbands twin is across the street.
Unfortunately, without constant vigilance and an adult escort, we cannot allow any of the 7 children between
us to cross the street since the cars speed up and down Hawthorne all day long. I have had multiple incidences
which include:
- a white BMW flying between my sister in laws and my car as we were paused chatting in the street
- another car going around a STOPPED school bus while our neighbors daughter disembarked
- a 20 something Asian woman trying to pass me and honking as I turned into my driveway (this incident was
so terrifying I called and reported it and briefly spoke to you) gold Honda plate EHH 8657
- yesterday an elderly woman barreling down the street again honked and tried to pass me as I backed out of
my driveway taking my boys to school; gray Camry NY plate BHM 2403
This is absurd. Where is the police presence? Where is the speed limit sign? You must be aware there is a
problem and I would hope you don't wait until some sort of accident before acting. I have thrice offered
officers (you included) my driveway for surveillance and have yet to be taken up on it. This is a RESIDENTIAL
street, not the autobahn!!! We have many families with young children who pay high taxes and should be
comfortable letting them ride a bike or cross the street. I realize we are a "shortcut" for the fire department
when they are en route to an emergency but the speeding needs to stop there. How can we work together to
solve this problem??
Thank you for your prompt attention.
Sarah Kennedy Dolce
shea dolce interiors
203.979.5550

Sent from my iPad
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